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Bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) is a key clinical and research tool in lung transplantation (LTx). How-

ever, BAL collection and processing are not standardized across LTx centers. This International Soci-

ety for Heart and Lung Transplantation−supported consensus document on BAL standardization aims

to clarify definitions and propose common approaches to improve clinical and research practice stand-

ards. The following 9 areas are covered: (1) bronchoscopy procedure and BAL collection, (2) sample

handling, (3) sample processing for microbiology, (4) cytology, (5) research, (6) microbiome, (7)
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sample inventory/tracking, (8) donor bronchoscopy, and (9) pediatric considerations. This consensus

document aims to harmonize clinical and research practices for BAL collection and processing in LTx.

The overarching goal is to enhance standardization and multicenter collaboration within the interna-

tional LTx community and enable improvement and development of new BAL-based diagnostics.

J Heart Lung Transplant 000;000:1−19
� 2020 International Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation. All rights reserved.
bronchial wash;

donor bronchoscopy;

pediatric

bronchoscopy
Table 1 Grading of the Statements

Literature level of evidencea

A: data derived from multiple RCTs or meta-analyses
B1: data derived from 1 RCT
B2: data derived from large non-randomized studies
C1: data derived from small studies, retrospective studies,
or registries
C2: expert opinion, no published data

Strength of survey agreement (S)b

S1: excellent: 81%−100%
S2: good: 61%−80%
S3: moderate: 41%−60%
S4: fair: 21%−40%
Introduction

Bronchoscopic bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) allows sam-

pling of the small airway and alveolar compartment of the

lung. In clinical lung transplantation (LTx), BAL is rou-

tinely used for monitoring the lung allograft and detecting

infections. In research, BAL has been extensively used to

improve our understanding of allograft dysfunction and to

identify biomarkers with diagnostic and/or prognostic value

for phenotyping acute rejection (AR) and chronic lung allo-

graft dysfunction (CLAD).1−5 However, comparison of

clinical and research data from different institutions, valida-

tion of findings, and ultimately clinical applicability are

hindered by the high variability of BAL collection and anal-

ysis approaches. This constitutes an important barrier for

collaborative projects in this setting.

General BAL standardization guidelines were published

by the European Respiratory Society (ERS) in 1999, and

guidelines specific to patients with interstitial lung diseases

were put forth by the American Thoracic Society (ATS) in

2012.6−8 Although these guidelines set a great precedent,

BAL collection techniques still vary significantly and are

often poorly described in the literature. In LTx, specific

considerations about BAL collection and processing apply

as, in most centers, LTx recipients undergo regularly sched-

uled surveillance bronchoscopies with BAL sampling; BAL

is often performed in the setting of good lung function; and

the overall poor outcomes after LTx create a greater man-

date for research, patient enrollment, and multicenter col-

laboration. However, the definitions and techniques used

for bronchial and alveolar sampling have never been stan-

dardized across LTx centers. The objective of this consen-

sus document, supported by the International Society for

Heart and Lung Transplantation (ISHLT), is to assist in

standardizing practices across LTx centers around the world

by clarifying definitions and techniques and by proposing

recommendations for bronchial and alveolar sampling in

LTx.

S5: poor: <20%

Strength of subgroup opinion (O)
OI: strong
OII: moderate
OIII: weak

Strength of workforce agreement based on
Delphi voting (V)
% of workforce members who voted 8 or 9 out of 9 (i.e.,
high agreement)

Abbreviation: RCT, randomized controlled trial.
aThis scale is in accordance with the grading schema proposed by

the International Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation but pro-

vides more details for grade C, which was split into C1 and C2.
bBased on reference 9.
Methods

The detailed methods used for the creation of this document are

presented in Section A of the Supplementary Material, available

online at www.jhltonline.org. Briefly, an international workgroup

of 66 LTx specialists was created and divided into 9 subgroups

covering 9 overarching topics. The subgroups prepared the com-

prehensive ISHLT BAL survey, capturing BAL collection and

processing practices, and administered it to 114 LTx centers from

27 countries. The survey results (Section B of the

Supplementary Material online), as well as a systematic literature

review (Section C of the Supplementary Material online), were
used for the creation of the statements. All statements were sub-

jected to voting by all workgroup members according to the Del-

phi method. In the absence of a strong evidentiary base regarding

best practices for the acquisition, storage, and processing of BAL

fluid, the proposed statements represent consensus recommenda-

tions. To avoid repeatedly stating this limitation for most state-

ments, specific grades were used to reflect the level of evidence,

as well as strength of agreement within the survey, subgroups, and

workforce voting (see grading system in Table 1).
Statements

1. Bronchoscopy procedure and BAL collection

1.1. Definitions

The ISHLT BAL survey shows considerable variability in

the interpretation of BAL and bronchial wash (BW) defini-

tions and collection techniques among centers around the

world; for example, 17.2% report wedging the broncho-

scope when they perform bronchial washings. Major tho-

racic societies have provided guidance on the performance

of BAL, whereas no guidelines exist regarding BW. The

ATS Clinical Practice Guideline and the British Thoracic

http://www.jhltonline.org
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Society guideline recommend that BAL be performed with

a flexible bronchoscope placed in a wedge position within a

selected bronchopulmonary segment.6−8 We agree with

these prior published guidelines and propose summary

statements below to solidify the definitions. BW has not

been previously defined. BAL and BW may yield different

information: BAL is considered to sample the alveoli and

small airways, whereas BW primarily samples larger air-

ways. If BW is performed in a mainstem or lobar airway, it

can be referred to as large airway BW.

BAL is also distinct from what has been termed mini-

BAL, which samples airways by blind passage of a pro-

tected telescoping non-wedged lavage catheter via the

endotracheal tube in mechanically ventilated patients. It

was first described in 1989.10 Among survey respondents,

only 27.6% perform mini-BAL in LTx recipients, and of

those, 75.9% indicate that the procedure is done the same

as BAL but with a smaller instillation volume, indicating an

important misunderstanding of the term. Therefore, we rec-

ommend avoiding the term mini-BAL as specified below.
Statement

� Bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) is a method of sam-
pling the lung allograft where sterile isotonic saline
is instilled and then aspirated through a flexible
bronchoscope, with the tip wedged in a segmental
or sub-segmental airway. The instilled volume
should be sufficient to reach the alveolar space.

� Bronchial wash (BW) is a method of sampling the
lung allograft where the instilled fluid does not
reach the alveolar space, due either to low instilla-
tion volume or not wedging. BW can be wedged or
unwedged.

� Use of the term mini-BAL, which usually refers to a
catheter-based BW, is confusing and should be
avoided. (C2, S3-5, OI, V94%)
1.2. What are the indications for BAL in LTx?

The indications for BAL after LTx generally fall into 1 of 2

categories: surveillance or diagnostic. Surveillance refers to a

scheduled protocol bronchoscopy in the absence of any clini-

cal suspicion of acute pathology. Diagnostic (or clinically indi-

cated) bronchoscopy is done for suspected pathology such as

AR or infection. According to the ISHLT BAL survey, 93.4%

of respondents perform BAL during surveillance bronchos-

copy and 91.4% during diagnostic bronchoscopy. Of note,

34.1% indicate that large airway BW is performed in addition

to or instead of BAL during a surveillance bronchoscopy and

39% during diagnostic bronchoscopy.

Although broadly utilized, there are no prospective con-

trolled data assessing the utility of surveillance bronchoscopy.

In uncontrolled observational studies, surveillance BAL com-

monly identifies asymptomatic infections (pathogens found in

12%−40% of cases), especially in the first 6 to 12 months
post-transplantation11−14 and potentially even after the first

year.15 However, a small single center non-randomized study

that compared surveillance with no surveillance showed that,

although more infections were diagnosed in the surveillance

group, no difference was observed in freedom from CLAD or

survival.16 In the ISHLT BAL survey, surveillance bronchos-

copy is utilized by 86.7% of the centers. The schedule for sur-

veillance bronchoscopy varies, but most indicate that it is

performed at 4 weeks (76.9%), 3 months (79.1%), 6 months

(73.6%), and 12 months (80.2%) post-LTx.

Regarding the indication for diagnostic bronchoscopy,

besides suspected infection, surveyed respondents most

commonly reported performing it for suspected AR

(98.1%), suspected antibody-mediated rejection (AMR)

(81%), and suspected CLAD (78.1%). However, apart from

ruling out infection,17 there are no strong data to show that

BAL is useful to diagnose AR, AMR, or CLAD. When

BAL is performed for diagnostic reasons, pathogens are

identified in 39% to 69% of cases.11,12,14,18

In a large cohort of LTx patients, BAL was generally

well tolerated and safe, whereas serious complications with

bronchoscopy were associated with more invasive proce-

dures like transbronchial biopsies.19 Specific risk factors

need to be considered and include oxygen requirement

before bronchoscopy19; thrombocytopenia (BAL is consid-

ered safe with platelet counts >20,000 per ml20); active car-
diac ischemia8; and male sex, increase in body mass index

after LTx, and presence of obstructive sleep apnea, which

increase risk of upper airway obstruction.21 Hypoxia often

presents post-procedure after the bronchoscope is with-

drawn.22 Topical lidocaine anesthesia may facilitate mini-

mization of systemic sedation. Although lidocaine can

inhibit growth of pathogens in culture, the concentrations

of lidocaine measured in BAL fluid are generally well

below the reported minimal inhibitory concentrations.23,24

Although not directly relevant to BAL standardization,

in light of the current severe acute respiratory syndrome

coronavirus 2 pandemic and concern over potential future

epidemics, we would like to highlight the importance of

infection control measures while performing, transporting,

processing, and storing BAL. As it is an aerosol-generating

procedure, bronchoscopy should only be done with appro-

priate protection for the operators consistent with current

guidelines25,26 and as directed by local recommendations.

Any of the statements provided herein might be subject to

future amendments if compliance with specific biosafety

protocols is required per health and safety policies.

Statements

1.2.1. BAL is generally well tolerated and safe. Fitness for

BAL should incorporate assessment of lung function and

comorbidities. (C1, S N/A, OII, V95%)

1.2.2. Surveillance BAL at around 1, 3, 6, and 12 months

post-transplant is a common and acceptable schedule to

identify asymptomatic infection or colonization. (C2, S2,

OII, V82%)

1.2.3. Diagnostic BAL is useful for the diagnosis or

exclusion of respiratory infection. (C1, S2, OII, V94%)
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1.3. What is the optimal technique for performing
BAL in LTx recipients?

As there is still no satisfactory method to determine the

dilution factor during lavage, the lack of standardized tech-

nique causes great difficulty in interpreting the measure-

ments of BAL components. Previous task force reports and

guidelines provide vague guidance, but none are specific to

LTx.6−8

The route of bronchoscopy is not specified by guidelines.

In the ISHLT BAL survey, respondents reported that the

oral (45.7%) or nasal (32.4%) routes for bronchoscopy

were preferred over laryngeal mask (11.4%) and elective

intubation (10.5%). Several respondents noted that they

avoid the nasal route in recipients with cystic fibrosis (CF).

The middle lobe and lingula result in higher returns of

instilled volumes than other lung regions.27 Survey

respondents confirm that the preferred choice for lavage in

bilateral LTx is the middle lobe (81%), whereas the lingula

was the most common second choice (72.4%). Most

respondents (88.6%) do not perform BAL in more than 1

location during the same procedure. Given the potential for

iatrogenic bleeding to alter the cellular and protein compo-

nents of BAL, it is recommended that BAL be performed

before any biopsy or airway brushing,28 which is consistent

with the approach of most centers surveyed. Several survey

respondents comment that suctioning is avoided before

BAL and a minority indicate performing a rinse of the bron-

choscope channel immediately before wedging for BAL,

although prior guidelines have not addressed this technique

and there are no supportive data.

Regarding the volume of normal saline to be instilled,

prior guidelines have recommended between 60 and 300 ml

in total: 100 to 300 ml per ATS,7 >100 ml per ERS,6 and

60 to 180 ml per British Thoracic Society.8 Studies using

50- or 60-ml aliquots demonstrate that the concentration of

BAL components in the first aliquot differs from subse-

quent aliquots.29−31 Studies that used two 50 or 60 ml ali-

quots showed that the cumulative return fluid contained

significant concentrations of alveolar-derived proteins, sug-

gesting that this approach is sufficient to achieve lavage of

both airways and alveoli, whereas a single 50- to 60-ml ali-

quot only samples airways.32,33 In the ISHLT BAL survey,

the most common responses for volumes instilled at a time

were 50 (28.6%) or 60 ml (23.8%). The mean usual total

volume instilled was 100 mL (§ SD 43.8, range 20−200)
and the mean maximum total volume instilled was 145 ml

(§ SD 54.3, range 30−300).
A longer time between fluid instillation and aspiration (i.

e., dwell time) results in greater diffusion of molecules

from sources other than the epithelial lining fluid into the

recovered lavage fluid.34 Guidelines consistently recom-

mend immediate aspiration (no dwell time) by low pressure

suctioning to avoid airway collapse and to allow maximal

retrieval of instilled fluid. Most respondents of the ISHLT

BAL survey (58.1%) indicate that they aspirate immedi-

ately after instillation (i.e., no dwell time). Among the 40%

who preferred a dwell time, there was no consensus on the
amount of time waited, ranging from 3 to 30 seconds, or 2

to 3 breaths. Slightly more respondents favor wall (vacuum)

over manual suction (51.4% vs 43.8%).

Acknowledging the discrepancies in guidelines, litera-

ture, and current approaches, we propose an LTx stan-

dard protocol based on the most common answers in the

ISHLT BAL survey and the data showing that 2 sequen-

tial 50-ml aliquots adequately lavage both airways and

alveoli.32

Statements

1.3.1. BAL should be performed by sequentially instilling

two 50-ml aliquots (regardless of return volume) in the mid-

dle lobe or lingula, unless otherwise directed by abnormal

imaging or airway exam. This approach was chosen based

on the most common responses from the international BAL

survey. (C2, S3, OI, V86%)

1.3.2. Aspiration should be performed immediately

(without a dwell time) after instilling each aliquot (i.e.,

instill 50 ml, aspirate, instill 50 ml, aspirate). (C1, S3, OI,

V88%)

1.3.3. There is no requirement to rinse the bronchoscope

channel before BAL. Nevertheless, suctioning before BAL

should be avoided when possible. (C2, S2, OI, V79%)

1.3.4. Both wall (vacuum) and manual suction methods

of aspiration are acceptable, but airway collapse during suc-

tioning should be avoided. (C2, S2, OI, V92%)

1.3.5. BAL should be performed before biopsy or airway

brushing. (C1, S2, OI, V96%)

1.3.6. Although no specific route is recommended for all

bronchoscopies, we recommend avoiding the nasal route in

patients with known or potential microbial colonization of

the nasopharyngeal airways. (C2, S3, OII, V73%)
2. Sample handling in the bronchoscopy
department

Prior studies have shown that successive BAL return vol-

umes retrieved from the lung have different cellular and

protein contents. Rennard et al.35 demonstrated that the first

returned aliquot was enriched for ciliated airway epithelial

cells and contained higher proportions of neutrophils and

fewer lymphocytes and macrophages, while being more

abundant in content for some large proteins including

immunoglobulins A and G. Recently, this has also been

shown in LTx patients, suggesting that the first returned

BAL aliquot is more representative of the airway compart-

ment, whereas latter aliquots are more representative of the

alveolar space.33

Consistent with these observations, previous BAL

practice guidelines put forth by ERS and ATS have rec-

ommended that successive return aliquots be pooled or,

at minimum, the sampling method be specified.6,36 The

results of the ISHLT BAL survey suggest that most of

the respondents (71.4%) pool successive BAL aliquots

into a single sample. Given the current literature and
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existing practices at LTx centers, we recommend that

serial BAL aliquots obtained from the same lobe should

be pooled before submission for clinical testing. Dis-

carding the first obtained return aliquot was discussed;

however, we deemed that this approach would be

unlikely uniformly applied to all patients (given differ-

ent yields of BAL) and would lead to greater discrep-

ancy between patients and centers.

Best practices related to short-term storage of BAL sam-

ples in the bronchoscopy area or during transportation to

the clinical laboratory have not been rigorously established.

The results of the ISHLT BAL survey demonstrated that

most of the responding centers hold BAL samples at room

temperature in the bronchoscopy area and during transport

to the clinical laboratory (73.3% and 79%, respectively).

The second most common response included holding the

BAL sample on ice or placing it in a 4˚C refrigerator

(21.9% and 18.1%, respectively). Some highly specific

studies, such as aspergillus antigen testing, may require that

the sample be held on ice.

Statements

2.1. Serial BAL aliquots obtained from the same lobe

should be pooled before submission for clinical testing.

(C1, S2, OI, V88%)

2.2. For most clinical purposes, BAL samples can be

held at room temperature for short-term storage in the bron-

choscopy area and during transportation to the clinical labo-

ratory. However, if storage times are expected to be

prolonged (e.g., more than 2 hours), keeping the BAL sam-

ple in the refrigerator or on ice is preferred. Delays in sam-

ple transport to the clinical laboratory should be avoided as

it is likely to impair sample quality. Additionally, when spe-

cialized testing is ordered on the BAL fluid or BAL samples

are collected for specific research purposes, sample han-

dling should be as recommended by the receiving clinical

or research laboratory. (C2, S2, OII, V90%)

2.3. Studies reporting results from BAL samples should

specify the method of BAL sampling and storage as well as

the volume instilled and volume returned. (C2, S N/A, OI,

V94%)
3. Sample processing and testing for clinical
purposes: microbiology

3.1. BAL clinical microbiologic studies

Infection after LTx is common and contributes significantly

to morbidity and mortality, especially in the first year after

transplant.37−41 The ISHLT BAL survey found that 100%

of respondents perform bacterial culture, 87.7% perform

fungal culture, 86% perform acid-fast bacilli culture, and

70.2% perform polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for viruses

other than cytomegalovirus (CMV) (e.g., influenza, respira-

tory syncytial virus [RSV], adenovirus, etc.). Over half of

centers (59.7%) reported utilizing CF respiratory bacterial

cultures, which employ specific processing and selective
media to identify bacterial organisms more commonly iden-

tified in patients with CF. Fewer centers reported routinely

performing CMV-specific analysis such as shell-vial assay

or PCR (61.4%), Pneumocystis jirovecii (PJP) testing via

either silver stain or PCR (54.4%), galactomannan (45.6%),

or Nocardia species culture (28.1%). A small number of

centers reported also specifically including Legionella cul-

ture. In regard to viral analysis performed, centers reported

routinely testing for influenza (80.7%), RSV (75.4%), para-

influenza (73.7%), adenovirus (73.7%), rhinovirus (66.7%),

human metapneumovirus (64.9%), and herpes simplex

virus (HSV) (54.4%). Of centers performing viral analysis,

82.5% do so by multiplex PCR. Fewer centers (38.6%) rou-

tinely perform testing for varicella zoster virus.

There is no current consensus or data regarding the

appropriate microbiologic studies to perform on BAL col-

lected routinely after LTx. Infectious Disease Society of

America (IDSA) guidelines support quantitative cultures of

invasively obtained samples in the setting of suspected hos-

pital-acquired pneumonia and ventilator-associated pneu-

monia. Although quantitative culture of BAL in other

settings and populations may be reasonable, the culture

thresholds defining pneumonia and/or necessity to treat are

not established. PCR-based detection methods are becom-

ing increasingly available, and further studies will be

needed to establish their use for infection assessment in

LTx patients. Furthermore, endemic infections and pan-

demic or local epidemic outbreaks of respiratory pathogens

may warrant additional specific testing.

Statements

3.1.1. The range of infections after LTx is broad; thus, test-

ing of BAL from LTx recipients should include, at the least,

bacterial (CF respiratory culture when appropriate), fungal,

and mycobacterial cultures, as well as PCR for a range of

community-acquired respiratory viruses. (C2, S1, OI,

V87%)

3.1.2. Multiplex PCR analysis for respiratory viruses

should include influenza, RSV, parainfluenza, adenovirus,

rhinovirus, and human metapneumovirus. Centers may also

consider testing for bocavirus and/or coronavirus. Analysis

for HSV or varicella zoster virus may be considered when

clinically appropriate. (C2, S2, OII, V85%)

3.1.3. CMV-specific analysis, PJP testing, galacto-

mannan, and culture for Nocardia species should be sent

when clinically appropriate. (C2, S3, OII, V88%)

3.2. Laboratory processing of BAL samples in the
microbiology lab for clinical purposes

No data exist in regard to the recommended laboratory

processing of BAL samples in the microbiology laboratory,

specifically for samples collected from LTx recipients, and

most laboratories devise their own individual standard oper-

ating procedures. IDSA and the American Society for

Microbiology published a joint document offering some

guidance regarding diagnostic procedures and sample trans-

portation, recommending that BAL fluid be placed into a



Table 2 Minimum BAL Sample Information Required for the
Microbiology, Cytology, and Research Laboratories

Variable Micro lab Cytology lab Research lab

Identifying infor-
mation (name,
medical record
number, date of
birth)

Yes Yes —

Patient/sample
research ID

— — Yes

Patient consent — — Yes
Lung transplant
status

Yes Yes Yes

General clinical
information

Yes Yes —

Tests requested Yes Yes —
Sex — — Yes
Age — — Yes
Native lung disease — — Yes
Ethnicity — — Yes
Date of transplant — Yes Yes
Type of transplant — — Yes
Date of
bronchoscopy

Yes Yes Yes

Indication for
bronchoscopy

Yes Yes Yes

Performed
procedures

— — Yes

Location of BAL Yes — Yes
Volume instilled — — Yes
Return volume — — Yes

Abbreviations: BAL, bronchoalveolar lavage; ID, identifier; Micro,

microbiology.
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sterile container that may be maintained at room tempera-

ture for up to 2 hours or in a 4˚C refrigerator up to 24 hours

after collection.42 The ISHLT BAL survey found that

66.7% of centers store BAL fluid at room temperature

before processing and 38.6% in a 4˚C refrigerator. Centers

reported a maximal acceptable delay of 6 hours (45.6%) or

other (26.3%) with comments indicating that acceptable

delay in processing depends on the testing ordered.

The IDSA/American Society for Microbiology guideline

does not comment on the minimum quantity needed for

individual microbiologic analyses. Respondents to the

ISHLT BAL survey reported a minimum quantity needed

for standard post-transplant−related microbiologic analysis

to be 10.9 § 8.5 ml. The largest proportion of centers

reported a minimum quantity of BAL fluid to be 10 ml

(26.3%), whereas almost an equal number reported a mini-

mum quantity of 5 ml (24.6%). Most centers do not mention

BAL sample quality in their clinical reporting (63.2%),

whereas 22.8% will comment only when BAL quality is

low.

Approximately half (50.9%) of centers reported that cen-

trifugation of BAL samples before further processing was

not needed, whereas 29.8% reported that centrifugation

should be performed. If centrifugation occurs, centers

reported a median (range) of 10 (5−20) minutes at a speed

of 1,750 (250−3,000) relative centrifugal force (rcf)/g or

1,500 (1,000−3,000) revolutions per minute (rpm).

The minimum clinical information required to facilitate

proper processing in the microbiology laboratory should

include patient identifiers, status as a LTx recipient, rele-

vant clinical history, and testing required, as outlined in

Table 2.

Statements

Note: Centers may be constrained by their individual labo-

ratory standard operating procedures. Although this docu-

ment does not propose standard operating procedures for

processing of BAL samples in the microbiology lab, we

support such an endeavor as an important longer-term goal

and make the following general recommendations:

3.2.1. BAL fluid should be placed into a sterile container

that may be maintained at room temperature for up to

2 hours or in a 4˚C refrigerator up to 24 hours after collec-

tion. (C1, S2, OI, V94%)

3.2.2. The minimum quantity needed for standard post-

transplant−related microbiologic analysis may depend on

the requirements of an individual center’s microbiology

lab; we recommend 10 ml, but a range of 5 to 15 ml is rea-

sonable. (C2, S2, OI, V88%)

3.2.3. Reporting on BAL quality is likely not needed but

should be considered if there is concern that the quality is

low and may impact the testing results. If quality is

reported, specific factors to consider are excessive red blood

cells, low return of instilled volume, lack of alveolar macro-

phages possibly indicating absence of alveolar sampling,

excessive epithelial cells indicating airway sampling con-

tamination, or other degenerative factors of note. (C2, S3,

OII, V92%)
3.2.4. Centrifugation is generally not needed but may be

required for certain tests or by a center’s individual labora-

tory practices. (C2, S3, OII, V82%)

4. Sample processing and testing for clinical
purposes: cytology

4.1. BAL clinical cytological and cell count studies

Microscopic cytology examination: Of the 105 ISHLT BAL sur-

vey participants, 61% reported that they routinely request

cytology with pathology review during each surveillance

bronchoscopy; 22.9% request cytology evaluation for sus-

pected infection, 13.3% for suspected rejection, and 35.2%

for suspected malignancy, and 7.7% stated they never

request cytology evaluation for post-transplant bronchos-

copies. Although commonly requested in routine lung

recipient care, the value of sending BAL cytology with

pathology examination as a routine study has been ques-

tioned, particularly in light of the relative cost.43,44 Prior

studies examining the diagnostic performance of BAL

cytology for infection have yielded conflicting results. Al

Zaabi et al.43 demonstrated a poor detection rate for infec-

tious agents utilizing cytology. In contrast, a study by Walts

et al.45 in 1991 showed good diagnostic capacity of
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cytology for non-bacterial organisms—specifically Can-

dida species, although this is often not a pulmonary patho-

gen—and HSV. Additionally, special staining of cytology

specimens may be a useful adjunct for the identification of

difficult-to-culture organisms, such as Mucor or Nocardia

species, or in cases of suspected PJP.

Beyond detection of infection, another common applica-

tion of BAL cytology examination is in the detection of

malignancy, particularly relevant in the immunocompro-

mised LTx population. A small study by Ohori et al.46

examining atypical epithelial cells from BAL fluid of LTx

recipients compared with those from non-transplant patients

with known lung carcinoma determined that the evaluation

of cytological features alone may not permit differentiation

of atypical cells in non-neoplastic conditions within the

lung recipient from those in malignant conditions. In addi-

tion, detection of lipid-laden macrophages may indicate

chronic aspiration or gastro-esophageal reflux.47

Cell counts: Examination of the cellular composition of the

BAL fluid and the correlation of BAL cell populations with

acute and chronic rejection in particular has been an intense

area of research interest in the LTx community. In the

ISHLT BAL survey, 71.4% of respondents reported that

BAL differential cell counts are performed routinely on

their post-transplant bronchoscopies. Among 54 cytology

labs surveyed, 14.8% stated that they performed cell counts

and/or differentials only, 18.5% performed microscopic

examination only, and most labs (53.7%) combine cell

counts and/or differentials with microscopic examination.

The literature indicates that cytological findings on BAL

do not adequately distinguish between AR and infec-

tion.48,49 Although the cytological changes on BAL (an

early lymphocytosis followed by a rise in neutrophils within

the fluid) cannot be considered specific for AR, they do

raise clinical suspicion.49,50 With regard to the utility of

BAL cell counts to aid in the detection of CLAD, as sum-

marized in a recent review,1 several studies have now

demonstrated a significant association between BAL neu-

trophilia and concurrent or future CLAD, with the signifi-

cant neutrophil percentage cut-off identified at 16% to

24%.49,51−53 Significant (>2%) eosinophilia in BAL was

also associated with lower overall and CLAD-free sur-

vival.54 BAL eosinophilia may further associate with worse

outcomes specifically after diagnosis of restrictive allograft

syndrome.54,55 Although clear risk thresholds have not been

established in multicenter studies, clinical examination of

the BAL differential inflammatory cell count may provide

useful information in the assessment of patients with loss of

lung function.

There is no good evidence to support the best approach

to determining BAL cell counts. Most centers mention

using at least 1 approach for BAL cell quantification: cell

count (65.7%), differential (71.4%), and/or microscopic

analysis (61.0%). With respect to the inclusion of epithelial

cells in the differential, the literature was not particularly

revealing, as the vast majority do not provide this informa-

tion (95%). Only 2 papers mention the inclusion of epithe-

lial cells in the differential,43,56 which may be important in
(1) assessing the representativeness of the specimen, (2)

detecting potential cytopathogenic effects of viral infec-

tions and (3) uncovering signs of epithelial malignancy.

Statements

4.1.1. There is insufficient evidence to recommend routine

morphological microscopic cytology for the detection of

infection, malignancy, or rejection as standard practice in

all clinical post-transplant bronchoscopies. Microscopic

cytology may, however, be of clinical benefit in cases

where the clinical suspicion for atypical infection or malig-

nancy is high. (C1, S4, OII, V92%)

4.1.2. All post-transplant BAL samples should include a

differential cell count with or without an absolute cell count

(using an automated cell counter or manual cell counting

approach). (C2, S3, OI, V92%)

4.1.3. When assessing loss of lung function, analysis of

the BAL differential cell count may be a useful aid in nar-

rowing the differential diagnosis. (C1, S2, OII, V91%)

4.1.4. At present, there is insufficient evidence for the

inclusion of epithelial cells in the differential BAL cell

count for diagnostic purposes. However, quantification of

epithelial cells can provide information about representa-

tiveness and overall quality of the BAL sample. (C2, S3,

OII, V89%)

4.2. Techniques for cytological studies of BAL
samples

With respect to the minimum BAL volume required for

adequate cytological assessment, according to the survey

respondents, 1 ml (16.7%), 5 ml (35.2%), or 10 ml (18.5%)

would suffice for a standard cytological analysis of BAL,

with only a minority using more than 10 ml. Only a few

papers comment on this, suggesting that 15 to 30 ml is suffi-

cient for a full analysis.57−61

In the relevant literature, volumes of BAL instilled or

retrieved for cytological analysis are mentioned in a minor-

ity of papers. Bollmann et al.62 found that, although signifi-

cantly larger volumes were returned with a 5£ 20 ml

instillation protocol, cellular concentration was higher

when using a 2£ 50 ml protocol. The latter regimen, there-

fore, may be preferable for cytological diagnosis and is con-

sistent with the recommended BAL collection outlined in

Section 1 of this document.

Once received by the laboratory, most survey respond-

ents (53.7%) centrifuge their samples. Among those who

mention the use of centrifugation, the median (range) of

time is 10 (3−20) minutes and the median (range) of speed

390 (72−616) rcf/g or 2,000 (800−4,400) rpm. Most papers

mention the use of centrifugation, but with a wide range

of conditions: median speed of 400 to 500g (range,

40−1,000g) and median duration 5 to 10 minutes (range,

2−20 minutes) (Section C of the Supplementary Material

online). Of 140 papers that describe centrifuge methodol-

ogy, 36 (26%) mentioned the use of the cytospin technique.

Only a minority of ISHLT BAL survey respondents

employ red cell lysis (14.8%). The literature assessed does
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not provide significant insight in this matter, as only 7

papers comment on the use of red cell lysis, of which 6 use

this technique4,50,63−66 and 1 does not.67

For morphological assessment, most laboratories use a

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (42.6%) or H&E equivalent

stain (9.3%) and/or Papanicolaou stain (40.7%), with

Giemsa stains (20.4%) also being commonly employed. In

addition, fungal stains are frequently used (33.3%). Of the

assessed papers, most (69%) do not comment on the stains

used, although most of those that do employ a Giemsa stain

in isolation (18%) or a combination of stains (e.g.,

Giemsa + Papanicolaou stain, with or without fungal or iron

stains).

The initial step in morphological evaluation of the BAL

specimen could be an assessment of the suitability of the

specimen received. However, only 24.1% of laboratories

surveyed comment on the quality of the BAL specimen.

With regard to the literature, very few papers comment on

the need for reporting the quality of BAL specimens for

cytology (6.9%).

The minimum clinical information required to facilitate

proper processing in the cytology laboratory is summarized

in Table 2.

Statements

4.2.1. Ideally, 10 ml of recovered lavage fluid should be

sent for cytology, with a minimum of 5 ml; less than 5 ml is

usually inadequate for a reliable assessment of cytology.

(C2, S3, OI, V84%)

4.2.2. Centrifugation is not required for cytological

analysis of BAL fluid. However, if separation of cell

pellet from supernatant is desired, we recommend centri-

fugation at 400 to 500g for 5 to 10 minutes and a sec-

ond centrifugation of the resuspended pellet to produce

cytospin slides according to the device instructions. (C2,

S3, OII, V89%)

4.2.3. There is currently insufficient evidence for or

against the use of red cell lysis before cytological analysis

of BAL fluid. (C2, S2, OII, V92%)

4.2.4. Basic cytomorphological analysis of the BAL fluid

should be performed using routine stains, employing (a

combination of) H&E (or equivalent), Giemsa, or Papanico-

laou stains. Additional special stains (e.g., fungal and iron

stains) may be performed based on clinical and cytomor-

phological suspicion. (C2, S1, OI, V87%)

4.2.5. It is advisable to comment on the quality of the

BAL specimen for cytology, in line with recommendations

for cytology reporting in general. (C2, S4, OII, V85%)
5. BAL sample processing and testing for research

Introduction: What can and is being done with BAL
fluid for research purposes?

BAL-focused research is an invaluable investigational tool

in LTx and should be done with proper institutional review

board approval and patient consent. Informed consent can
be obtained for specific studies or an open consent can be

used to support bio-banking for future research. Cells, pro-

teins, and other components identified in BAL can provide

essential insights into LTx biology and diagnostic informa-

tion regarding allograft infection or rejection. As examples,

BAL biomarkers of club cells, aspiration of gastric content,

and mesenchymal progenitor cells have identified biologi-

cal processes relevant to CLAD development,68−70 whereas

scores based on immunophenotyping of BAL cells have

quantified AR, infection, and CLAD risk.4

Although many concepts are relevant to all BAL projects

in LTx research, detailed approaches need to be tailored to

specific questions. Our literature review identified a wide

variety of target analytes, measured in the BAL either as

part of clinical care (57.3%) or as part of a research study

(49.1): 51.2% assessed microbiology, 3.1% evaluated the

microbiome, 43.8% assessed cells, 32.2% focused on pro-

teins, 18.3% DNA or RNA, and 23.4% included other ana-

lytic targets.

Based on the ISHLT BAL survey, 57.1% of centers were

using BAL for research. Of the 42 centers that completed

the research-specific survey section, 57.1% collected and

banked BAL samples, whereas 42.9% collected samples for

specific research projects without active bio-banking.

Regarding sample types, 47.6% collected raw BAL, 69%

supernatant, 64.3% cell pellets, and 11.9% BW samples.

Although 61.9% of centers had no specific analyte planned

at the time of sample collection, 40.5% were performing

leukocyte phenotyping and microbiome analyses, 35.7%

protein analyses, and 31% RNA expression studies (other

end points listed in the Supplementary Material S4Q11

online).

5.1. How should BAL for research be done?

One major limitation in the literature is inadequate report-

ing on the details of the BAL collection procedure; for

example, most studies do not report on instillation volume

and aliquots, location of sampling, and processing of the

BAL (Table 3).

Based on the ISHLT BAL survey, of the centers which

perform BAL-based research, 65% reported not changing

the BAL procedure or the total instilled volume for

research. When planning to use BAL for research in addi-

tion to the clinical purposes, 26% of the centers increase

the instilled volume. Among respondents who change the

instilled BAL volume for research, there is a wide range of

instilled BAL volume (60−200 ml; mean, 137.2 ml; SD,

39.3).

There is no universally accepted protocol for the volume

or the number of instilled aliquots for the optimal BAL

return for research purposes. Although the practice of using

multiple instilled aliquots to reach a total volume ≥100 ml

has been recommended71 and used in a number of

studies,4,62,72 uncertainty remains as to how variation in the

instilled volume can affect the measurements of analytes in

BAL. Indeed, decreased BAL fluid return volume has been

associated with infection and rejection in LTx recipients.73

In a study comparing 2 sequential 50 ml lavages, the first



Table 3 Bronchoscopy and BAL Details Reported Previously and Recommended for Future Reporting in BAL-Focused Papers

Variable
Reported in

previous papers
Recommended minimum
required information

Bronchoscopy
Time post-transplant 61.3% Yes
Route of bronchoscopy 14.3% —
Other procedures 48.4% Yes
Sequence of procedures 16% —

Sample collection procedure
Rinsing of bronchoscope 1.7% —
Location of sampling 42.1% Yes
Volume instilled 51.8% Yes
Number of aliquots 40.4% Yes
Dwell time 5.5% —
Information on suction 16% —

Sample storage and processing after collection
Pooling of BAL 25.1% Yes
Storage between collection and processing 24.2% Yes
Storage of unprocessed (raw) BAL 11% Yes
BAL cell pellet preservation 22.9% Yes
BAL supernatant processing 25% Yes
Centrifugation conditions 29% Yes
Processing of sample in lab 42.7% Yes
Storage after processing 23.4% Yes
Quality assessment 4.2% Yes
Normalization of sample 4.4% Yes

Abbreviation: BAL, bronchoalveolar lavage.
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lavage was enriched with neutrophils, airway epithelial

cells, and their secreted proteins, whereas the second lavage

had higher cell viability and alveolar surfactant protein D.33

At a fixed total volume, the number of instilled aliquots

may also affect BAL analytes, as one study observed that

instilling five 20-ml aliquots resulted in higher BAL return

but lower median cell count than using 2 aliquots of

50 ml.62

Statements

5.1.1. Research on BAL fluid from consented LTx recipi-

ents is important to understanding post-transplant processes

and working toward improving long-term outcomes for this

population. (B2, S1, OI, V94%)

5.1.2. We recommend performing the BAL collection

per clinical protocol described in Section 1, without spe-

cific modifications for research when feasible. However,

if BAL collection needs to be modified, we recommend

that the collection methodology be consistent for all sub-

jects within a study (C2, S N/A, OII). Collection of addi-

tional BAL fluid to a total instilled volume of ≤200 ml

does not present a significant risk for appropriately

selected research participants post-transplant. However,

modifications of the BAL collection technique may affect

results. (C1, S2, OI, V94%)

5.1.3. The BAL collection methodology should be

reported in detail for research studies. In addition to the

parameters outlined in Section 7 and in Table 2, we
recommend reporting on quality controls and BAL normali-

zation, if done. (C2, S3, OI, V91%)

5.1.4. Acknowledging that useful information can be

gained despite differences in BAL procedures, we recom-

mend that investigators attempt to ensure consistency in

BAL collection techniques across multicenter study sites

whenever possible. (C2, S N/A, OI, V97%)

5.2. What are common practices for handling
collected BAL for research?

In the ISHLT survey of centers performing BAL for

research, there was substantial variability in techniques.

Before arrival to the research lab, 35.7% of centers kept

samples at room temperature, 50% placed samples on ice,

and 21.4% froze samples either at �20˚C or �80˚C.

Although 75% of centers processed samples within 6 hours,

with some reporting significant loss in cell viability at

3 hours, 7.1% considered a delay of 24 hours before sample

processing acceptable.

Filtration of BAL was also highly variable between cen-

ters. About 19% of respondents filtered raw BAL though

gauze before storage or centrifugation, whereas many cen-

ters used no filtering, and a few used cell separation mesh

filters (of varied opening size). Although filtration may be

particularly important for flow cytometry (to minimize

clogging of the cytometer nozzle), it may not be necessary

for other techniques. There is also a concern that filtration

could affect results by selectively binding cells or proteins,
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although the evidence for this is sparse. Similarly, for cen-

trifugation, centers used a range of speeds and times,

depending on the target analyte.

A wide range of sample aliquot volumes is stored at dif-

ferent centers. BAL cell pellets are stored alternatively in

phenol, TRIzol/QIAzol, RNAlater, Allprotect, DNA/RNA

Shield, saline, dimethyl sulfoxide in fetal calf serum, RPMI

in fetal calf serum, or RLT buffer. At appropriate concen-

trations, glutaraldehyde- and formalin-containing storage

buffers can inactivate viral pathogens.74 BAL cell pellets,

supernatant, and raw fluid are most commonly stored at

�80˚C, although some centers use �20˚C and others stored

in liquid nitrogen.

Statements

The recommended approach to processing and storing BAL

depends on the intended analyses:

5.2.1. Generally, BAL should be kept at 4˚C and proc-

essed within 24 hours or processed within 2 hours if at

room temperature (statement 2.2). (C2, S2, OII, V97%)

5.2.2. For cellular analyses, we recommend centrifugation

at 250g for 10 minutes, as higher speeds may not be optimal

for preserving viable cells (statement 4.2.2). The BAL pellet

can be resuspended and cryopreserved in a 10% final con-

centration of dimethyl sulfoxide in fetal calf serum75 (C1,

S2, OI, V92%). Centrifugation forces (in g or rcf) should be

reported rather than speeds (rpm) because rpm corresponds

to different centrifugal forces based on the rotor size.

5.2.3. Filtration is recommended if mucus or debris

could affect the analysis, including flow cytometry analysis

of cells. Filtration may result in selective binding and loss

of proteins or cells. (C2, S2, OII, V91%)

5.2.4. Treatment of cell pellet or neat fluid with RNA

stabilization buffers (e.g., TRIzol/QIAzol, RNAlater, All-

protect, and DNA/RNA Shield) and rapid freezing is rec-

ommended for analysis of RNA.76 TRIzol can be useful for

analyzing microRNA but may impede extraction of DNA.

(C1, S N/A, OI, V88%)

5.2.5. Exosomes can be isolated from cell-free BAL fluid

using an ultracentrifugation protocol.77 (C2, S N/A, OI,

V85%)

5.2.6. For protein analysis, we recommend BAL be kept

on ice before centrifugation at 650g for 10 minutes. A sec-

ond spin may help reduce residual cellular material. (C2,

S3, OII, V87%)

5.2.7. Cryostorage at �80˚C is adequate for RNA, DNA,

and protein,78 but liquid nitrogen storage temperatures are

recommended for later assays of cellular function. (C2, S

N/A, OII, V88%)

5.3. What are the recommendations for
normalization of BAL analytes, storage, and quality
control?

Variation in BAL collection techniques can affect ana-

lyte concentrations, and there is no universally accepted

method for normalization of BAL analyte concentration.

Of centers collecting BAL for research, 23.8% reported
not normalizing BAL analytes. The most common nor-

malization parameter was the return volume of BAL

fluid collected (16.7%), whereas some centers reported

using total protein, albumin concentration, or plasma to

BAL albumin or urea ratios. Normalization can have

unpredictable effects on results.

The most frequently recommended quality metric in the

survey was the time between collection and processing,

although some centers recommended the percentage of epi-

thelial cells, quantity of mucous, or protein or albumin con-

centrations. One fourth of centers would discard samples

that have passed a threshold time (between 2 hours and 7

days) from collection to processing, 7.1% of centers would

discard samples because of a high percentage of epithelial

cells, and 2.4% because of high quantities of mucous.

Statements

5.3.1. Normalization methods are variable and can substan-

tially impact results. If analytes are normalized, non-nor-

malized data should also be provided. (C2, S N/A, OI,

V90%)

5.3.2. Normalization is not always appropriate. If done,

careful consideration should be made as to the effects of

disease states on the normalization parameters. (C2, S N/A,

OIII, V90%)

5.3.3. There are no specific thresholds to discard BAL

for research, but we recommend documentation of the qual-

ity metrics. (C2, S N/A, OI, V88%)
6. BAL microbiome analysis for research

6.1. Are there special considerations for BAL
collection and processing, relating to potential
downstream use for microbiome studies?

There has been growing interest in the potential impact of

the microbiome in LTx over the past decade.79−94 Of 42

centers responding to the survey, 17 (38.1%) reported analy-

sis of the bacterial microbiome, with fewer indicating analy-

sis of viral and fungal microbiomes (26.2% and 28.6%,

respectively). However, there are to date only a limited

number of published microbiome studies conducted using

BAL fluid samples and very few addressing or comparing

technical aspects of BAL specimen collection or handling.

Although a few studies advocate use of special techni-

ques during bronchoscopy (e.g., double bronchoscopy,

laryngeal mask airway, and endotracheal tube) to attempt to

minimize oropharyngeal contamination during the collec-

tion of BAL for microbiome analysis,95 these may be

impractical for use in routine clinical practice. In view of

the often low microbial burdens present in BAL samples

and the corresponding potential for confounding by high

relative abundance of environmental contaminants,88,96 the

subgroup consensus view was that concurrent analysis of

negative control samples collected before bronchoscopy

should be considered. Further, although personal protective

equipment (e.g., gloves, gowns, and masks) are routinely
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used during bronchoscopic procedures, similar precautions

should be taken during subsequent specimen handling and

processing to minimize the risk of contamination by micro-

biota from the user. Regarding the storage of samples

between collection and processing, a review of both the

transplant and non-transplant BAL microbiome literature

found that specimens were placed on ice or at 4˚C before

transfer in the large majority of studies but with variability

in reporting the delay between procurement and processing/

analysis.

Statements

6.1.1. For microbiome analysis, bronchoscopy and BAL

fluid collection should be performed as recommended in

Section 1. Where feasible, use of special techniques to min-

imize oropharyngeal contamination for microbiome analy-

sis may be applied, and personal protective measures (e.g.,

gloves and masks) should be used when handling and proc-

essing specimens to minimize contamination from the user.

(C2, S N/A, OI−II, V96%)

6.1.2. Where participation in microbiome studies is

being considered, the most rigorous approach includes col-

lection of control specimens for each bronchoscopy proce-

dure, consisting of 10 to 20 ml of each of the following:

blank fluid to be used for the BAL, blank fluid aspirated

through the bronchoscope suction channel before insertion

into the patient, and oral rinse (mouth wash) sample using

fluid from the same batch of fluid to be used for the BAL.

(C1, S N/A, OI, V88%)

6.1.3. Where participation in microbiome studies is

being considered, BAL specimens should be kept at room

temperature for no more than 2 hours and at 4˚C for no

more than 24 hours before processing and/or freezing for

longer-term storage. (C2, S1, OI−II, V91%)

6.2. How should BAL for microbiome analysis be
fractionated/processed before storage, if at all?

There is a diversity of opinion and limited evidence regard-

ing the need for, relative advantages or disadvantages of,

and techniques of fractionation of BAL before storage and

downstream microbiome analysis. In its discussions, the

subgroup recognized the range of practice and the perceived

relative merits and disadvantages of each specimen type. It

was acknowledged that raw vs fractionated specimens

might be preferable in different situations, depending on

the type of microbiome analysis performed, bearing in

mind that BAL supernatant may be suboptimal for some

types of microbiome analysis.88

Statements

6.2.1. Fractionation of BAL into cellular (cell pellets) and

acellular (supernatant) fractions may be performed based

on institutional priorities for types of microbiome analysis

(e.g., bacteriome vs virome, cell-associated bacteria vs cell-

free bacteria, etc.). In such instances, details of protocols

used should be recorded. (C2, S1, OII, V90%)
6.2.2. More data are needed regarding the impacts of dif-

ferent fractionation protocols on microbiome analyses. (C2,

S N/A, OI, V93%)

6.3. How should BAL fluids be stored for later
microbiome analysis?

In review of the BAL microbiome literature, the vast major-

ity of both transplant and non-transplant studies report stor-

age at �80˚C before use for microbiome analysis, with

very few reporting storage of cell pellets in RNAlater or

other preservation agents. However, the effects of such

preservation reagents on downstream microbiome analysis

have not been well characterized and require further

investigation.

The working group concluded that whereas 1 to 2 ml

of BAL fluid may suffice for bacteriome analysis, stud-

ies of the mycobiome or virome may require larger

volumes.

Statements

6.3.1. Where participation in microbiome studies is being

considered, long-term storage of BAL fluid, cell pellets,

and/or supernatants should be at temperatures of �80˚C or

lower. (B2, S1, OI−II, V90%)

6.3.2. Where microbiome analysis is desired, a mini-

mum of 2 ml of BAL (raw and/or fractionated) should

be stored, with higher volumes recommended (10 ml or

more) if virome analysis is to be performed. (C2, S N/

A, OI, V82%)

6.3.3. The effects of preservation agents (e.g., RNAlater)

on downstream microbiome analysis have not been well

characterized and require further investigation. (C2, S N/A,

OI−II, V88%)
7. Sample inventory/tracking and linkage among
clinical and research samples and clinical data

7.1. What is the minimum information
accompanying bio-banked/research samples?

In the literature, the guidelines on the use of BAL in inter-

stitial lung disease7 do not make specific recommendations

for annotation or tracking of BAL samples for clinical or

research purposes. Based on the ISHLT BAL survey, most

LTx bronchoscopists believe that samples should be de-

identified and accompanied by data that includes sex, age,

native lung disease, date of transplant, type of transplant,

date of bronchoscopy, indication for bronchoscopy, and a

description of the procedures performed (Table 2).

Statement

7.1. Research BAL samples should be de-identified and

accompanied by data that include sex, age, native lung dis-

ease, date of transplant, type of transplant, date of bron-

choscopy, indication for bronchoscopy, and a description of
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the procedures performed. The location of the BAL, the

volume instilled, and the volume retrieved should also be

recorded (Table 2). (C2, S2, OI, V97%)

7.2. How should samples be labeled and tracked for
research purposes?

There is no literature available regarding labeling or track-

ing of research BAL samples. The ISHLT BAL survey indi-

cated that only a unique sample ID is crucial to enable

database linkage; however, the date and type of samples are

also considered relevant information.

Statement

7.2. Research samples should be labeled with a unique iden-

tifier to enable database linkage. Study funding should sup-

port adequate infrastructure and dedicated personnel for

BAL bio-banking and data retention. Data can be retained

in a secure spreadsheet, local laboratory information man-

agement system database, or (particularly for multicenter

studies) a secure cloud-based platform. (C2, S2, OI, V93%)

7.3. What are key pieces of information about the
BAL collection that need to be reported in research
manuscripts?

Surprisingly, the literature search showed that 26% of BAL-

focused articles contained no details concerning the bron-

choscopy procedure, 44% had no information about the

sample collection procedure, and 33% included no informa-

tion about sample processing. Table 3 summarizes the fre-

quency of detail reporting in prior BAL-focused research

papers, related to the bronchoscopy procedure itself, sample

collection, and subsequent sample processing. The minimal

required information, as identified by most of the ISHLT

BAL survey respondents, is indicated.

Statement

7.3. Published studies should report, at a minimum, whether

the procedure was conducted according to this ISHLT Con-

sensus Statement, timing post-transplant, route of bronchos-

copy, description of other procedures accompanying the

BAL, BAL location(s), the volume instilled, the number of

aliquots used, the pooling procedure, storage conditions

between collection and processing, how the sample was

processed in the lab (specifically regarding BAL cell pellet

and supernatant separation and centrifugation conditions),

details of preservation solutions, and subsequent long-term

storage conditions (Table 3). (C2, S3, OI, V97%)
8. Donor bronchoscopy

8.1. What constitutes the minimum assessment of
the donor airways?

Among U.S. regulatory agencies and organ procurement

organizations, minimal donor assessment guidelines for
donor lung evaluation are not uniform (Association of

Organ Procurement Organizations policy CL4.E.5.3 and

Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network/United

Network of Organ Sharing policy 2.11.D). Bronchoscopy

in donor organ assessment can provide information that

may not be readily available on chest radiographs or manual

inspection.97,98 Fiberoptic bronchoscopy of donors may

maximize organ utilization through airway clearance, ana-

tomical assessment, and identification of infectious organ-

isms.99−101 The ISHLT BAL survey showed that most

(72.4%) perform bronchoscopy for culture analysis. Bron-

choscopy and sample collection in donor assessment is uni-

formly done before procurement and varies from several

days before to intraoperatively during the procurement98,102

(Association of Organ Procurement Organizations policy

and Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network/

United Network of Organ Sharing policy). Evidence for the

specific timing of airway sample collection is lacking.

Statement

8.1. Fiberoptic bronchoscopy must be performed as part of the

lung donor evaluation before procurement to optimize organ

function, identify anatomical abnormalities, assess for evi-

dence of infection or aspiration of gastric contents, and obtain

a culture for directed antibiotic therapy. (C2, S2, OI, V95%)

8.2. How should sampling from donor airways be
performed?

8.2.1. Approach to donor airway sampling for clinical purposes.

Reports on airway sampling for microbiological assessment

of potential organ donors have included tracheal aspirates,

BW, and BAL.97,99,100,103−106 Precise explanation of the

sampling methodology is rarely available, making evi-

dence-based practice recommendations problematic. The

ISHLT BAL survey demonstrated significant variation in

donor airway sampling methodology and technique; how-

ever, bronchoscopic aspiration of secretions (35.2%) and

large airway BW (28.6%) were by far the most common

practices. Additionally, 8.5% of centers perform large air-

way swabs, 6.7% perform a low-volume BAL or BAL dif-

ferent than that done in the recipient, and only 4.8% do a

standard BAL similar to what would be performed in the

recipient. Complicating this observation is the limited evi-

dence to support these practices104,105 and the general sup-

port for BAL by many experienced groups as the preferred

sampling technique.97,99,100,102,103 Although there is evi-

dence for low-volume BAL in diagnosing infections,107,108

based on Section 1 explanations, a low-volume airway sam-

ple does not necessarily reach the alveoli and should be

called BW rather than BAL. Additionally, evidence to sup-

port location or side for donor lung assessment is lacking.

Statement. 8.2.1. There is limited evidence and wide practice

variation regarding airway sampling technique, site, side,

or volume for clinical donor lung assessment. Recommen-

dations from this expert panel, based on common practices

within the LTx community, support an unwedged (or

wedged) low-volume (20 ml) BW from a site of
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radiological concern or, if normal, a default location of

middle lobe or lingula for infectious risk assessment.

Reporting should include whether the scope was wedged or

unwedged, the volume of fluid instilled, and the location.

(C1, S5, OI, V94%)

8.2.2. If donor airway samples are collected for research, should the sam-

pling be altered?. Based on the ISHLT BAL survey, most cen-

ters (86.7%) do not collect donor bronchial samples for

research; however, 6.7% do so for specific studies and 4.8%

for biobanks. In the literature, descriptions of donor lung

sampling methods for research vary from low-volume BAL

to standard BAL techniques.5,103,109−117 In general, studies

in which the organ was ultimately used for transplant used

less saline for sample collection5,103,109−112,114−117 than

those that used organs for pure research.113,118 In all studies

that reported research methodology for sample collections

of the donor airway in LTx, there was consistent agreement

in wedged sampling from a single segment.5,103,109−117

Location of sampling varied between studies but most com-

monly was from the right middle lobe.5,103,109−117 Dwell

time was uniformly not reported.

Statement. 8.2.2. For donor lungs destined for clinical use,

this expert consensus panel recommends performing BW

airway sampling according to statement 8.2.1. For donor

lungs destined for research, we recommend choosing either

the donor lung BW sampling strategy (statement 8.2.1) or

the recipient BAL sampling strategy (statement 1.3). (C1,

S2, OI, V95%)

8.2.3. Are there special considerations in the context of clinical ex vivo

lung perfusion (EVLP)? . Evidence defining when and how to

perform airway sampling in EVLP cases is limited. Most

centers perform bronchial sampling before EVLP (17.1%)

rather than during (8.6%) or after EVLP (6.7%). Within the

literature, sampling before and after EVLP has been

described when used to define changes to organs on

EVLP.110,111,115

Statement. 8.2.3. Insufficient evidence is available to define

the ideal timing for airway sample collection with respect to

EVLP; however, assessment of the donor should take place

as part of routine donor evaluation regardless of EVLP use.

We recommend BW sampling before donor organ retrieval,

performed according to statement 8.2.1. During or post-

EVLP bronchoscopic sample collections can be performed

for study-specific uses. (C1, S5, OI, V94%)
8.2.4. How should the airway samples be transported from the donor to the

recipient hospital?. Based on the ISHLT BAL survey, for

research purposes, donor bronchial samples are usually trans-

ported on ice or at 4˚C (58.3%) or room temperature (16.7%).

Given the limitations imposed by transport from a remote

donor location to the transplant center, the simplest most inex-

pensive means for BAL/BW sample preservation is to use the

cooler for organs and to keep the sample at 4˚C.5,97,109,114

Statement. 8.2.4. Direct comparisons of methods for preser-

vation and transport are currently not available. We
recommend transport of donor airway samples on ice or at

4˚C. (C1, S4, OI, V94%)

8.3. What clinical studies should be ordered on the
airway samples obtained from donors?

Based on the ISHLT BAL survey, clinical donor assessment

of airway samples most commonly includes bacterial Gram

stain and culture (75.2%), fungal stain and culture (59%),

and acid-fast bacilli stain and culture (49.5%). Practices

cited in the literature agree that microbiological assessment

is necessary,28,97,99−101,103,104,106,118 but unambiguous

description of the specific clinical assessment is sometimes

lacking. In general, most suggest that bacterial Gram stain

and culture and fungal stain and culture should be

performed.97,103,106,115 Most transplant centers (73.3%) do

not use viral assessment as part of their minimum clinical

analysis. Only 1 manuscript97 and 12% of transplant pro-

grams have described viral assessment as part of routine

organ evaluation.

Statements

8.3.1. There is broad agreement that microbiological assess-

ment of donor lungs should be performed. (C1, S2, OI,

V99%)

8.3.2. Data regarding specific clinical microbiological

studies are limited, but international consensus and the

available literature support bacterial Gram stain and culture

as a minimum clinical assessment. (C1, S2, OI, V94%)

8.3.3. Fungal and mycobacterial stain and culture have

limited support within the literature but are part of most

transplant centers’ practices; we recommend including

them in the standard donor airway microbiological assess-

ment. (C1, S3, OI, V96%)

8.3.4. Evidence for viral assessment of donor airway

samples is limited. It is recommended that use of viral stud-

ies should be individualized to specific situations with high

index of suspicion. (C1, S5, OI, V88%)
9. Pediatric-specific considerations

With no established standards in children after LTx, pediat-

ric-specific recommendations in this document are based on

the ISHLT BAL survey and the expert opinion of the con-

sensus panel.

9.1. Indications and contraindications for BAL
sampling in children after LTx

With evidence that children often have silent allograft

rejection or subclinical infection, especially during the first

year after LTx,11 routine surveillance bronchoscopy is

widely used according to published reports in pediatric LTx

recipients.119 Of the 8 pediatric LTx centers surveyed,

100% of centers reported performing surveillance bron-

choscopies with BAL. In addition, diagnostic bronchoscopy

is universally performed when clinical evidence suggests a
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deterioration in allograft health from infection, AR, AMR,

or CLAD. At a few select transplant programs where infants

undergo LTx, surveillance and diagnostic bronchoscopy are

performed even in the youngest post-LTx patient popula-

tion,119,120 so there are no age or size limitations.

Although contraindications to BAL were not included in

an official document for pediatric airway endoscopy,121

common complications include bronchospasm, bleeding,

hypotension, hypoxemia, and tachycardia from either the

procedure or sedation. Building upon these standards, our

group’s consensus is that contraindications for BAL collec-

tion include conditions where a risk-benefit ratio is not

favorable for pediatric LTx recipients.
Statement

9.1. The collection of BAL fluid is indicated in pediatric

LTx recipients of all ages undergoing surveillance and

diagnostic bronchoscopy for assessment of the allograft

for infection and/or rejection. The potential complica-

tions associated with this procedure have to be evaluated

carefully and taken into consideration. (C1, S1, OI,

V96%)

9.2. Methods for performing BAL in children after
LTx

The technical standards for performing bronchoscopy and BAL

in children were recently developed and published by an ad

hoc committee of ATS.121 Expanding upon these standards,

we identified relevant issues specific to the pediatric LTx

population.

The longitudinal assessment is usually performed at pre-deter-

mined times during the first year post-LTx. The ISHLT BAL sur-

vey identified that surveillance bronchoscopies with BAL were

universally performed by 2 weeks and at 3, 6, and 12 months post-

LTx, with some variability for other time points. Additional time

points included by 6 weeks (4 of 8 centers) and at 9 months (4 of 8

centers) post-LTx, resulting in 6 surveillance bronchoscopies with

BAL during the first post-LTx year in most pediatric LTx recipi-

ents. After the first post-LTx year, surveillance bronchoscopies

with BAL were performed less widely with 3 of 8 centers, 2 of 8

centers, and 2 of 8 centers reporting 18 month, 24 month, and

yearly procedures, respectively.

Collection of BAL was universally performed before trans-

bronchial biopsies (8 of 8 centers), although most collected BAL

in one allograft (5 of 8 centers). For surveillance bronchoscopy

with BAL, the preferred location was the middle lobe (8 of 8 cen-

ters) and the lingula (7 of 8 centers). According to the ISHLT

BAL survey, all 8 pediatric centers instill 1 ml/kg to perform a

BAL. Our consensus group determined the maximum volume to

be that recommended for the adult population, that is, 50 ml for

children of 50 kg or greater. The ISHLT BAL survey identified

that most pediatric LTx experts use no dwell time before aspirat-

ing the BAL (5 of 8 centers). Previous research determined man-

ual suctioning during bronchoscopy was associated with a higher

percentage of BAL volume return and increased odds of perform-

ing technically acceptable procedures in children.122 Consistent

with this research and other reports,119 the survey identified that

pediatric LTx centers performing bronchoscopy with BAL in
children after LTx use manual suctioning with a syringe (5 of 8

centers).

Statements

In addition to following established technical standards in

performing bronchoscopy and collecting BAL in children,

specific considerations are provided to address LTx-specific

issues for BAL fluid collection in pediatric LTx recipients:

9.2.1. Surveillance bronchoscopies should be considered

for the first year post-transplant. Diagnostic bronchoscopies

are recommended when clinically indicated as determined

by monitoring of lung allograft health with pulmonary func-

tion testing and chest imaging. (C1, S1, OI, 93%)

9.2.2. We recommend minimum time points for surveil-

lance bronchoscopies with BAL to include 1, 3, 6, and 12

months post-transplant; consideration for surveillance bron-

choscopies with BAL at additional time points may be

needed because of the difficulty in performing surveillance

pulmonary function tests in this high-risk patient population

(as opposed to the adult population). (C1, S2, OI, V86%)

9.2.3. BAL fluid collection during surveillance bron-

choscopies should be done unilaterally, using preferentially

manual suction, before performing transbronchial lung

biopsies. (C2, S2, OI, V91%)

9.2.4. Recommended locations of BAL fluid collection

during surveillance bronchoscopies are middle lobe or lin-

gula, unless otherwise directed by abnormal imaging or air-

way examination. (C2, S1, OI, V92%)

9.2.5. The recommended BAL volume of instilled sterile

saline is 1 ml/kg per aliquot up to 50 ml per aliquot for chil-

dren 50 kg or greater (consistent with the adult BAL recom-

mendations), using a maximum of 2 aliquots. (C1, S1, OI,

V88%)

9.2.6. Immediate aspiration of BAL, once sterile saline is

instilled, is recommended (i.e., no dwell time). (C2, S2, OI,

V94%)

9.3. Analysis of BAL in pediatric lung transplant
recipients

Following standard laboratory protocols for handling BAL

after collection, the ISHLT BAL survey identified that rou-

tine analysis of BAL in pediatric LTx recipients included

total cell count with differential counts (8 of 8 centers),

cytology (8 of 8 centers), and Oil-Red-O stain for aspiration

(7 of 8 centers). A wide array of microbiologic testing is

also performed for bacteria (8 of 8 centers), fungi (7 of 8

centers), mycobacteria (7 of 8 centers), and respiratory

viruses (influenza, parainfluenza, adenovirus, RSV, rhinovi-

rus, and human metapneumovirus) (7 of 8 centers). When

available, PCR or other molecular techniques are preferred

for PJP (6 of 8 centers), CMV (6 of 8 centers), and respira-

tory viruses (7 of 8 centers). Although not all pediatric LTx

programs surveyed perform research using BAL from

recipients (5 of 8 centers), the 5 centers that do collect BAL

for research split the fluid for clinical and research purposes

(5 of 5 centers).
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Statements

In addition to following established standards for handling

and transporting BAL fluid from children, specific consider-

ations are provided to address transplant-specific issues for

BAL analysis in pediatric LTx recipients:

9.3.1. BAL analysis should include total cell and differ-

ential cell counts, including eosinophils, macrophages, lym-

phocytes, and neutrophils. (C1, S1, OI, V88%)

9.3.2. BAL analysis should include bacterial (CF respira-

tory culture when appropriate), fungal, and mycobacterial

staining, galactomannan, and cultures. (C1, S1, OI, V88%)

9.3.3. BAL analysis should include PCR for common

respiratory viruses. PCR for CMV and PJP should be con-

sidered when clinically appropriate. (C1, S1, OI, V88%)

9.3.4. We recommend splitting of BAL for research pur-

poses if sufficient sample is obtained to complete clinical

analysis. (C2, S1, OI, V94%)

9.4. Analysis of BAL and BW in pediatric lung donors

The medical literature supports the use of bronchoscopy

with BAL for assessing pediatric donor lungs.123 Donor

bronchoscopy allows for inspection of the airway and clear-

ance of secretions, and the BAL or BW microbiological

data can help guide antimicrobial therapy post-LTx.

Although repeated bronchoscopy may be needed in some

donors to manage secretions, consideration should be given

to the potential risk of causing lung injury. The ISHLT

BAL survey did not identify specifics about airway sam-

pling for pediatric donors, so the pediatric experts on the

ISHLT consensus panel recommended limiting fluid instil-

lations to smaller aliquots.

Statement

9.4.1. Given the lack of evidence and practice variation, no

airway sampling technique or volume appears superior for

clinical pediatric donor lung assessment. Thus, transplant-

specific considerations are based on expert opinion of the

consensus panel: Donor airway samples usually involve

low-volume instillations, which are unlikely to reach alveo-

lar spaces, and should therefore be called BW samples

instead of BAL (as explained in Section 1). Our recom-

mended BW volume of instilled sterile saline for pediatric

lung donors is 0.5 ml/kg, up to a maximum of 20 ml per ali-

quot (consistent with the adult donor airway sampling rec-

ommendation). If the yield is insufficient, up to 3 aliquots

can be used to allow for optimal sampling, while aiming to

prevent development of new opacities on radiography or

transient hypoxemia, which may interfere with donor evalu-

ation. (C2, S1, OI, V89%)
Conclusion

Based on a comprehensive international survey of lung

transplant centers and the best available evidence, the

ISHLT BAL standardization workforce herein puts forth
recommendations for BAL collection and processing in

LTx. The literature review identified limited data to inform

certain statements, emphasizing the need for further studies

to better direct future revisions of this document. In spite of

this limitation, the statements represent a consensus

approach that can serve to standardize practice within the

community. Members of the ISHLT BAL standardization

workforce hope that this document will harmonize clinical

and research practices for BAL collection and processing in

LTx. The overarching goal is to enhance standardization

and multicenter collaboration within the international lung

transplant community and enable improvement and devel-

opment of new BAL-based diagnostics.
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